**Introduction:**

Tonsillectomy and septoplasty are the two most frequently performed ENT operations in Bangladesh. These are routine operations without major complications. The main complication is intra-operative and postoperative haemorrhage. Postsurgical haemorrhage, the major complication of tonsillectomy and a potentially life-threatening occurrence, is classified as primary reactionary (<24 hr postoperatively) or secondary (>24 hr). Primary haemorrhage is considered to be more serious than secondary haemorrhage, but that secondary bleeding can also be brisk and massive and require treatment under general anaesthesia.

Bleeding during and after septoplasty, is also distressing both for surgeon and patient. It can be controlled by applying ANS and/or PNS pack, but this causes morbidity, increase time of hospital stay and cost of the procedure.

In both cases, situation may become more complicated in presence of undiagnosed bleeding disorder. Most bleeding disorders are obvious and are diagnosed prior to surgery. A small number of cases of mild Hemophilia or Von Willebrand’s Disease may be uncovered at the time of surgery by observing abnormal bleeding. Patient may also need emergency admission with secondary haemorrhage.

We report two case of post operative bleeding due to bleeding disorder which was previously undiagnosed on preoperative screening.

**Case Reports**

**Case -1:**

A 12-year-old boy was admitted in the Dept. of ENT of Dhaka Medical College Hospital with the complaints of bleeding form tonsiller fossa for two days. He had tonsillectomy operation, performed 3 days back in a private hospital of a district near Dhaka. As per operation note, the surgeon who performed this operation experienced unusual bleeding during the procedure. It was diffuse, coming from both tonsiller fossa and was difficult to control. Haemostasis was done by suturing the bleeding point and using bipolar diathermy and patient was shifted to recovery room. Within a few hours bleeding started again. There were slight but continuous oozing from both fossa. Measures were taken to control but failed. Two units fresh blood were transfused and patient was referred to DMCH. On admission detail history was taken from the patient’s father and examined thoroughly. He had a
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Case -2:
A 32-year-old man was admitted in the Dept. of ENT of DMCH with history of septoplasty operation 5 days back in a district hospital. After removing nasal pack on 2nd post operative day, profuse bleeding started from both nose. It was not controlled with ice pack and pressure, ANS pack was reapplied. After 48 hours, pack was removed, but still there were bleeding in nasopharynx. Patient was transfused two units' blood, ANS pack applied and referred to DMCH.

On admission at DMCH, detail history was taken. Patient gave positive history of bleeding disorder, which he didn't mention to his surgeon preoperatively. He also gave positive family history for bleeding disorder. He experienced excessive bleeding during his circumcision at childhood and also experienced excessive bleeding after an incidence of RTA.

On examination, ANS pack was insitu, slight oozing seen in the nasopharynx during deglutition. He was moderately anaemic, pulse 110/min, BP 100/60 mm Hg. His routine preoperative investigations were all within normal limit.

Blood transfusion was started, blood sent for haematological analysis. Reports showed moderately anaemic, bleeding time was raised, APTT also raised. Hematology consultation was obtained to further define this bleeding disorder. A von Willebrand's profile and factor IX level were obtained. Factor IX level and Factor VIII:C were normal. The Factor VIII:VW was decreased to 37% (51-151%) consistent with Type 1 von Willebrand's Disease. Initial treatment consisted of close observation, trauma precautions, and factor VII infusion for three days. Pack removed after 72 hours, bleeding stopped and the patient discharged with no further bleeding and advised to follow up at hematology department.

Discussion:
Every patient should be evaluated for bleeding disorder prior to any surgery. Which requires thorough history and physical exam. Suspicin of a bleeding disorder is often initiated by an abnormal laboratory test, but history and physical exam are very effective. Important questions include prolonged bleeding following minor trauma especially after circumcision, spontaneous bruising, or hematoma formation. Any history of excessive bleeding with prior surgical procedures may indicate a bleeding disorder. Drug history is important since many drugs cause bleeding. Aspirin and other cyclooxygenase inhibitors are the most common drugs associated with bleeding disorders. Each patient should be questioned regarding family history and any possible pattern of inheritance. The physical exam may provide important clues as well. Petechiae and purpura are signs of platelet dysfunction.

Normal coagulation may be divided into three phases: vascular response, platelet activation, and the coagulation cascade. Bleeding disorders may be divided into vascular, platelet, coagulation factor, and multiple compartment defects. Vascular disorders may be hereditary or acquired. Laboratory tests are characterized by a prolonged bleeding time. Platelet disorders are characterized by petechiae, purpura, mucosal membrane bleeding, and bruisibility. Acquired platelet disorders include immune thrombocytopenic purpura; drug induced infectious thrombocytopenia; and renal failure. Viral infections are a common cause of immune and infectious thrombocytopenia. Aspirin and other cyclooxygenase inhibitors are the most common cause of drug induced platelet dysfunction. This occurs due to the inhibition of synthesis of thromboxane A potent stimulator of platelet activation.

Hemophilia A and von Willebrand's Disease are the most common congenital coagulation disorders and both involve different components of factor VIII macromolecule. Hemophilia A or classic hemophilia is inherited as a sex-linked recessive and is a
deficiency or defect in factor VIII:C. Von Willebrand’s Disease is characterized by a deficiency or dysfunction of the Factor VIII:VW resulting in impaired platelet adhesion. This disorder is inherited as a autosomal dominant and is characterized by bleeding from mucocutaneous surfaces. Symptoms vary tremendously with each patient, but excessive bleeding may occur with trauma or surgery. Treatment is with cryoprecipitate replacement.6

Preoperative screening for bleeding disorders remains a very controversial subject. Most bleeding disorders are obvious and are diagnosed prior to surgery. A small number of cases of mild Hemophilia or Von Willebrand’s Disease may be uncovered at the time of surgery.7 Basic laboratory evaluation of coagulation disorders consists of platelet count, prothrombin time, partial thromboplastin time, and bleeding time. Other more specialized tests include qualification of specific factor levels and tests of platelet function.8 Platelet count is an important initial test since thrombocytopenia is the most common cause of bleeding. The bleeding time is an in vivo assessment of platelet response to limited vascular injury and is reflective of the integrity of the primary hemostatic mechanism. Bleeding time is prolonged in thrombocytopenia, qualitative platelet disorders, von Willebrand’s Disease, fibrinolytic states, afibrinogenemia, vasculitis, and aspirin therapy. The partial thromboplastin time tests all factors of the classic intrinsic cascade and all factors of the extrinsic cascade with the exceptions of factor VII. The PT tests the extrinsic pathway, in particular vitamin K dependent factors X, VII, V, II, and fibrinogen. Specific factor levels may be tested as well. The most common factor to be tested is Factor VIII. Factor IX is often commonly measured since Hemophilia C is the third most common inherited bleeding disorder.9

Our first patient was diagnosed as a case of ITP. There are very few reported cases of post tonsillectomy haemorrhage due to ITP. Patient’s preoperative investigations showed no abnormality, even gave no positive bleeding history. ITP can present acutely in otherwise healthy child, presented with sudden onset of petechiae, purpura, or epistaxis. It typically starts after a viral disease. Usually it resolves spontaneously, and if symptom less required no treatment. If platelet counts become less than 50000/cmm, steroid therapy is recommended10. Probably this patient had recent viral infection, which precipitates the thrombocytopenia.

The second patient was suffering from congenital factor VIII deficiency or von Willebrand’s Disease, which was missed by the surgeon during his preoperative evaluation. Patient also didn’t disclose his prior bleeding history. His preoperative bleeding time was 8 min, which was within normal limit. Probably his factor VIII activity was within normal range (51%-151%) at the time of investigation.

Conclusion:
Bleeding during and after a routine ENT surgery is very common and sometime unavoidable. But in case of abnormal and excessive bleeding, pre-existing bleeding disorder should be excluded. Preoperative screening, a careful bleeding history is used to identify any potential bleeding disorders and guide further laboratory test. Failure to recognize an uncommon acquired coagulation disorder can have serious consequences. Our cases illustrate that patients presenting with bleeding disorders can have normal routine coagulation test results. So this is a caution for young ENT surgeons, that they should be very careful about pre operative and haemostatic evaluation.
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